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Historien, sociologue et philosophe.
PREFACE
The noTion of hybridiTy encourages us To invesTigaTe
We have a new task before us. Our difficulties have become inte-
resting instead of  a cause for despair. Our ideologies have indeed 
become less convincing, just as it is true that our institutions are 
crumbling and we do not know how to repair them. It may be 
that most of  our social problems, as we conceive them, are inso-
luble. We are besieged by uncertainty.
This means we are lost, but also that we are free. We are no lon-
ger prisoners of  our inherited assumptions. We need no longer 
worry that we are unable to establish a consensus. This is where 
the notion of  hybridity is helpful. 
At the personal level, we can now see ourselves more clearly than 
ever before as hybrids, composed of  a mixture of  memories 
from different centuries, beliefs gathered from many sources, de-
pendent on possessions manufactured by people we have never 
met. We once believed democracy would make us increasingly 
alike, but the opposite has happened. Each one of  us unique, 
we are hybrid imaginations, each viewing the world in a slightly 
different way, blind in some directions, obsessed by prejudices to 
which we give our own peculiar interpretation. The more infor-
mation there is in the world, the more we can absorb only an ever 
smaller part of  it. However, though in nature hybridity may be 
sterile, in humans it is on the contrary an opportunity for crea-
ting value from our disagreements and diversities. 
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At the level of  our thinking, we are faced by a crise de la connais-
sance. Until the beginning of  the 19th century, it was still possible 
for an individual to read all that was important in the humanities 
and the sciences and speak about them intelligently. But since 
then we have been forced to be specialists, in ever more narrow 
domains, as each branch of  knowledge splits. In 1771 the Society 
of  Civil Engineers was established in London to differentiate 
itself  from military engineers. Today there are 35 different so-
cieties for different branches of  engineering. But this does not 
mean that each specialist is being increasingly isolated and mar-
ginalised. On the contrary, each speciality has realised that it can 
achieve nothing worthwhile if  it does not collaborate with other 
disciplines, often completely unconnected. There is a new hybri-
disation taking place in knowledge. 
That presents us with new problems as well as new opportunities. 
We are discovering how strong is the fear of  the hybrid. Orga-
nisations and communities frequently have as their principal aim 
the perpetuation of  their own existence, demanding adherence 
to well-defined rules and procedures. Most people prefer things 
to be simple, even though the simplification conceals reality. 
Despite the recognition of  the need for inter-disciplinarity, spe-
cialists are suspicious of  breaking boundaries. There is no need 
to turn this clash of  temperaments into a war. Those who want 
to try out original ideas can only do so experimentally on a small 
scale, and not expect their value to be acknowledged sometimes 
for a long time. But more than patience is required.
Hybrid persons need to establish themselves as both scientists 
and artists. Scientists show that there is very little in the world 
that is what it appears to be; and they show the interest of  the 
minute elements of  which every object or situation is composed. 
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Artists say that nothing needs to be what it is or where it is, and 
that the imagination can reconstruct it. So the challenge for the 
hybrid is not only to discover and create new mixtures but also 
to have more than ordinary skills in exposition and communica-
tion, to reveal the beauty in them. The word hybrid has not in the 
past suggested beauty: whether it will in the future will depend 
on how well it liberates itself  from the incomprehensible jargon 
behind which innovators sometimes hide. It needs every branch 
of  culture to be its accomplice. 
I applaud the bold initiative taken by the geographers and practi-
tioners from many disciplines who, in this book, face up to these 
difficulties and reveal their exciting ideals. Hybridity expresses a 
regard libre, un regard qui refuse les limites. 
 
 
